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Dates for
your diary
The following training courses are
for adopters from any borough
in the North London Consortium.
Each adoption support team in
the Consortium arranges one
course and so offers six courses
a year. If you wish to attend any
of these courses, please contact
your local adoption support team.

18

Managing transitions in education
PAC-UK
Hosted by Islington
Call the duty worker on 020 7527 4050

30

Talking to your child about their life story
Facilitator Patsy Bolton, PAC-UK
Hosted by Hackney
Call the duty worker on 020 8356 6320

29

Managing contact
Hosted by Enfield
Call the duty worker on 020 8379 8490

MAY

JUNE

SEPT

NOV
TBC
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Managing specific behaviour issues in adoption
Hosted by Haringey
Call the duty worker on 0208 489 4610

We Are Family
stronger family.

We Are Family is an adoption
support community based in
and around London. It was
set up in 2013 and became a
registered charity in 2015.
Among other services, we provide
local playgroups and parent-led
support groups that are safe places
for adoptive parents to share
the ups and downs of adoptive
parenthood. Through our activities
we provide opportunities for our
members to meet, sometimes
with, sometimes without their
children, thereby creating networks
for adoptive families within their
communities. We believe in inperson, peer-to-peer support
and that the supported family is a

this group also
meet quarterly
with social workers from
the North London Adoption
Consortium. Contact us at
enfield@wearefamilyadoption.
co.uk

All types of families attend our
activities – gay, lesbian, straight,
single parents and couples. In the
case of couples, both fathers and
mothers come along, either alone
or with their partners. The single
adopters in our group have also
formed their own pan-London
group. Similarly, approved and
prospective adopters have set
up another pan-London group
specifically for themselves.

Hackney/Islington has a
weekly playgroup, a fortnightly
parent support group and social
events. Adopters from this group
also meet quarterly with social
workers from the North London
Adoption Consortium. Contact
us at hackneyislington@
wearefamilyadoption.co.uk

All groups are led by a We Are
Family parent and are open to all
adoptive parents, both local and
from further afield.
We currently have two groups in
North London though you don’t
need to live in one of these
boroughs in order to attend our
meetings or events.
Enfield has a weekly playgroup,
a fortnightly parent support group
and social events. Adopters from
families over the coming years.
Feedback about the Adoption Support
Fund via the Tavistock Centre evaluation
is very positive.

Adoption Support
Fund – extended for
another four years
We were delighted to hear from the DfE
in December 2015 that the Adoption
Support Fund (ASF) would be continuing
with increased funding in 2016/2017. A
further announcement quickly followed
in the New Year confirming that the ASF
will remain for the next four years, until
2020.
Since May 2015, £14m Adoption
Support Funding has been distributed
nationally, supporting over 4,000
families to access therapeutic support
for their children.
Local authorities can now also apply
for Adoption Support Funding for
therapeutic services for children before
their Adoption Order is granted. We
hope this will make a big difference to

Adoption Support Fund FAQs
Why was it established?
Many families need some kind of
support following adoption and too
many have struggled to get the help
they need in the past. The Fund enables
them to access the services they need
more easily in future.
Who is eligible for the Fund?
The Fund is available for children up to
and including the age of 18 (or 25 with
an SEN statement) who are adopted
from local authority care in England
or adopted from Wales but living in
England.
What will I need to do?
To access the Fund, you will need to
have an assessment of your family’s
adoption support needs by the local
authority. The local authority that placed
your child with you is responsible for
assessing your adoption support needs
for three years after the adoption.

We also publish a weekly blog
where parents can share their
experiences.
For more information on all
our activities, go to www.
wearefamilyadoption.co.uk,
follow us on
Twitter: @wearefamilyadop
or facebook: We Are Family.
After three years it becomes the
responsibility of the local authority
where you live (if different). Where the
social worker identifies that therapeutic
services would be beneficial to your
family, they will apply to the Fund on
your behalf, who will release funding to
the local authority.
The social worker will be expected to
talk to you about who can provide the
types of service you need and which
provider you would prefer. This could be
the local authority itself, a neighbouring
local authority, an independent provider
or an NHS provider.
What support will I be able to get?
The Fund can provide money for a
range of therapeutic services and
can include creative therapies, music
therapy, play therapy, attachmentbased therapy and psychotherapy. The
Fund can also finance further specialist
clinical assessments such as for Foetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. Where an
assessment shows that you may need
other support, such as financial help, or
access to peer support groups, it is at
the discretion of the local authority.
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How to support adopted and special
guardianship children in the transition
from primary to secondary school
For most children the move from primary to secondary school is a mixture of both
excitement and anxiety. Along with the anticipation of making new friends and
learning new skills comes uncertainty about what the new school and peers will
be like. While most children will find healthy ways to adapt, adopted and special
guardianship children may find the change much harder to cope with.
Adopted and special guardianship children sometimes feel, think and behave
younger than their chronological age due to gaps in their development. These gaps
can create challenges for them at school, where they are expected to behave with
the same maturity as their securely-attached, non-traumatised peers.
What are transitions and
why do they matter?
Transitioning is about adapting
to new circumstances and is a
universal experience. When you
think about your own transitions
– the time you started a new job,
moved house or changed your
family structure. What helped
you feel ready to move on? What
helped you to feel prepared? What
helped you feel calm?
According to Dr Joyce Maguire
Pavao (Meeks & Riley, 2005),
“the foundational experience of
an adopted person involves loss
and transition, [regardless of the
circumstances]”. The transition
from primary to secondary school
happens at a time when children
are beginning to experience
the wider transformation from
childhood to adult life which can
be stressful, resulting in academic
or emotional regression.
Your child’s roadmap will be
complicated, especially when
factoring in adoption, which can
result in relocation and loss of
very fundamental emotional
connections. What kind of
transitions has your child had to
make, both in their early lives and

more recently? What were the
characteristics of these transitions;
were they abrupt or drawn out?
Were they final and severing, or
was the child able to maintain
relationships and connection?

Being prepared
In any given day your child may
need to demonstrate executive
functioning skills, social skills,
emotional and behavioural
regulation skills and more. When
you are supporting your child
through the transition, deconstruct
the school day into component
skills; if you need to help your child
to develop these, try using visual
timelines and checklists, and
rehearse specific situations and
solutions or use explicit teaching.
It is important to manage your
family’s and your child’s stress
and anxiety, and build resilience.
Early trauma, abuse and neglect
affect how a child’s brain responds
to stress and our basic instinct is
fight, flight or freeze. While a little
stress can be motivating, adopted
and special guardianship children
will have endured unrelenting
bouts of stress that can have a
toxic effect on their development.
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Try and reduce anxiety by planning
for change and challenges. If
your child is moving schools try
and minimise the disruption by
gradually saying goodbye to the
familiar surroundings over time.
Talk about what’s coming next
and provide a visual timetable.
Try and identify the stressors and
keep them to a minimum while
also providing a safe place or
calm spot for when your child feels
anxious.
Celebrate their success at primary
school and remind them of the
successful transitions they have
made so far and the positive
qualities they will take with them.
Identify how they can still pursue
their interests and strengths
beyond primary school as a
motivation to succeed.
Here are some top tips for
transitions in schools:
• Give your child lots of information
about what they can expect
• Help your child to have a ‘good
goodbye’
• Set up good partnerships with
the key people in the new setting
• Use opportunities to help your
child to process their past losses

• Make sure a clear plan is in
place to meet your child’s
emotional, developmental and
learning needs

Educating the school
Secondary schools are large
and complex with often esoteric
structures and systems. They can
have their own language and
jargon and commonly assume
that a child is independent and
a reliable messenger between
home and school. Some adoptive
adults and special guardians
feel uncertain about how much
information they should share
with their child’s school. Given
that any one child may deal with
up to 19 members of staff each
week, information can be lost or
misinterpreted.
It’s helpful to think about who
needs to know what about your
child and for what purpose. Find
out what training and input the
school has already had and what
resources may be helpful, for
example PAC-UK’s Good Practice
Guide for Schools. It may also
be useful to seek out a potential
network of adoptive parents and
special guardians at the school for
support. Have a look on the PACUK website for more information:
www.pac-uk.org/education

PAC-UK services
in North London
PAC-UK provides a range of
services to the North London
Consortium to support adoptive
parents and special guardians
including their Education Advice
Line, bookable consultations
and monthly education-focused
support groups for parents and
guardians.
PAC-UK training on Wednesday
18th May will provide parents with
more information on transitions
and how to cope with them.
Contact your adoption support
service for more information and
to book your place.
PAC-UK also offers training to
schools across Greater London
which focuses on supporting
staff to understand the impact of
trauma and attachment issues,
and the practical strategies that
schools can put in place.

Pupil Premium Plus enables
schools to access funding to help
adopted and special guardianship
children from reception to year 11
progress emotionally, socially and
academically. This funding can be
spent as the school sees fit which
may include additional teaching
assistant hours, individual tuition,
therapy support and more. You
may wish to discuss this with the
school, finding out how and where
they spend this funding.
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What is
therapeutic
parenting?

therapeutic stuff can become
boring to all of us. Also teenagers
can see right through it, so it’s
important to throw in a fast ball
now and again.

and rain, trying as best we can to
see the world through their eyes.

… self-forgiveness, because
we will make mistakes, some of
which will sting us with shame.
We will make them because we
are human and fallible and oncall 24/7, 365 days a year.

… listening hard for that voice
inside our child that says ‘I am bad
and I deserved it’ and spending
the next twenty years gently
demonstrating that, just maybe, it
might not be entirely right.

… vast amounts of self-care,
because building a therapeutic
family around a child is
demanding and can at times
be physically and emotionally
exhausting.

… having backbone, because
our children need us to set
reasonable boundaries, to stand
by our values and to be strong for
them, even though they might not
thank us for it in the moment.

… creating good times and
happy memories, no matter what.

(by Sally Donovan)
Following on from the review of
The Unofficial Guide to Adoptive
Parenting in our last newsletter,
author Sally Donovan explains
therapeutic parenting.
There are lots of things it isn’t. It
isn’t being flaky or over-indulgent
or saying ‘ahhh’ a lot with one’s
head cranked at a sympathetic
angle. It also isn’t about getting
pumped up, flexing our muscles
and bringing out the big guns
(tempting though that may
sometimes be).

In my experience
therapeutic parenting is:

… sweating the big stuff, which is
sometimes small stuff cunningly
disguised as big stuff.

… the hardest thing most of us
will ever do in our entire lives.

… a lot to do with the regular
stuff like being on time, modelling
good relationships, showing
compassion to others, all things
that we do anyway, but which
demonstrate more than any
words that we are dependable,
safe – and may just make a
reasonable job of being a parent.

… moving ourselves, at times
kicking and screaming, into a
place of empathy, self-regulation
and proportion.
… spotting our default parenting
mode and stopping it from spilling
out of our mouths, especially
when it is likely to make things a
whole lot worse.

… the practice of changing the
record, playing around, coming
at things from left field and being
a bit silly because the predictable

… walking alongside our child,
through thick and thin, sunshine

Regionalisation of
adoption services
in London
Plans are currently in progress
to regionalise adoption services
in London.
Consultant Jessica King has been
commissioned to look at adoption
support needs and services for
families as part of the plan to
regionalise adoption services in

London. The plan aims to make
sure that all London’s children
who need adoptive families
receive excellent services that
meet their needs, leading to
excellent outcomes for them and
their adoptive family.
Jessica has begun a series of
adopter forums for adopters
and prospective adopters, which
her colleague Lisa Garnett will
continue during the weeks and
months ahead.
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About Sally Donovan
Sally Donovan and her
husband Rob adopted two
children from local authority
care in 2002. Sally is a writer,
blogger and commentator on
adoption, and was awarded
the British Society of Magazine
Editors Business Columnist of
the Year 2013 for her regular
columns in Community Care
magazine. She now advises
the UK Government on postadoption support. She is also
author of the classic memoir,
No Matter What: An Adoptive
Family’s Story of Hope, Love
and Healing, published by
Jessica Kingsley Publishers.

Lisa is keen to hear directly from
adoptive parents about how to
improve services as part of the
regionalisation project.
Have your say to help shape the
future of adoption support. Go
to www.nelcsu.nhs.uk for more
information or you can reach Lisa
by email at Lisa.Garnett@nelcsu.
nhs.uk or by phone on 0203 688
1092.

the back garden playing football, the
dog sniffing the grass, we even showed
dad getting into the car and driving to
the park.

Using film to help
newly adopte d
children settle

family
w ith their

Film footage proved to be an
effective tool when adoptive
parents Alison and Ajay wanted
to introduce their son to his new
family and life. Here, Alison
and Ajay share a few ideas and
practical tips for making an
introduction video.
Last year we adopted a two-yearold boy. The process of becoming
an adoptive parent is daunting with
countless unknowns. In that period of
waiting, after being matched but before
our child was placed with us, we were
eager to use the time to think of ways to
make his transition as easy as possible.
We decided to make a short video to
introduce ourselves.
Our video was simple. We wanted to
give him an idea of who we are and
where we live. We thought it would help
him be comfortable in his new life. He
was only two at the time, but like most
children, he already loved watching
CBeebies, so it is a format that he could
easily engage with. The video proved
to be an invaluable tool throughout the
early stages of the process.
Because he was young and for
technical ease, we decided to keep
talking to a minimum. We only spoke
in the first shot. We started with an
introduction. We sat on the couch with
our dog and said “Hello, Benjamin, I’m
mummy and I’m daddy and this is our
dog Milo”.
We planned to use a sock monkey as
an attachment toy, so we made him
the star of our show. To the tune of “Me
and Julio down at the school yard”,
we showed the monkey hanging out
in various rooms of our house with us.
The idea was to let him get familiar with
the house he would be living in and
get to know our faces. We showed me
smiling at the front door, the monkey
in his bedroom playing with trains and
reading books with mummy, daddy in

We knew that he likes trains, balls, and
cars, so we made sure to include those
in the video. Then we finished with a
happy shot of mum, dad, the dog and
monkey on the couch waving at the
camera.
We felt a bit silly filming ourselves being
so goofy, but it really paid off. His foster
carer watched the video with him in
the days before we were brought in
for introductions. By the time he met
us, he was familiar with our faces and
seemed to recognise us. We took sock
monkey with us and gave it to him on
the first day of our introductions.
Introductions are an awkward time. I
think having the video made it slightly
easier. Some of our first cuddles
happened in the safety of watching the
video in our laps as we showed him all
the things in our house. He asked to
watch it over and over again on the first
few days of our introduction period. By
the time he came to our house, he was
running around so excited to see all the
new toys he had seen in the video. We
had snuck a few of his old familiar toys
over as well. With all of this in place, he
was excited rather than being anxious
about his new home.
The weeks after he moved in, he would
ask to see the video occasionally. When
he was missing his old life, I think he
used the video in his own little way to
give him heart. Even now, a year later,
he loves to watch the video. If he hears
the song, it is very emotive for him. He
stops in his tracks and listens. He says
it’s our song and comes for a big hug.
Since then, I’ve taken a little video of
him every so often and put it on a
private youtube channel to keep a
record for him. Of course, you want
to live in the moment, and not always
be looking at your camera or phone,
but occasionally, if the time is right, I
grab a quick 20 second snapshot of
his life. To speak about his early life,
we sometimes use the videos from our
introduction week as a way of thinking
and speaking about it. We are going to
keep these videos and hopefully they
will help him understand his life story
when he is older.
Making a simple introduction video
was a nice way to make the transition
process easier. We really enjoyed
making it and found that it really spoke
to our son. Hopefully the little videos we
are collecting of his early life will help
him understand his life story.

Practical ideas for making an
introduction video
What is your aim? Introduce yourself,
your house and perhaps talk a bit
about your routine.
Think about the child’s age. If a child
is young, keep talking to a minimum.
Use simple, slow images so they can
process the little things that will interest
them. Think of the simple or silly things
they might enjoy seeing like toys, balls
and pets. Speak to social workers about
what the child likes and include these in
your film.
Think about the music/song carefully.
I would suggest something cheerful.
As the song will probably hold weight
for them, it might be better to select
something that is not often played, so
you can control when they hear it until
they are secure.
Attachment toy. If you are taking an
attachment toy to give to your child,
make sure to include it in your video.

Filming tips
Plan it. So you don’t feel overwhelmed
with shots; plan which bits of your life
you want to show.
Keep it short. Kids don’t have a long
attention span, so I would suggest two
to three minutes only.
Landscape. Film it landscape instead
of portrait. If filming on a smart phone,
turn it sideways so it looks like a TV
screen.
Look into the camera. If you look into
the camera when speaking or waving,
the child will feel like you are talking to
them.
Help from a friend. Ask a friend with a
steady hand to film you.
Editing or a one shot wonder. If you
want to edit it, you can get free editing
software. If you have a mac, iMovie is
great and easy.
One shot. If you would rather do it in
one shot, keep it simple. Ask a friend
to film it for you. Introduce yourself then
move through your home, pointing to its
most important features. You can trim
the clip using free programs like Mpeg
Streamclip.
Be silly. You’re going to feel a bit goofy
filming yourself reading with a stuffed
animal or speaking to camera. This is
the first of many silly things you’ll do for
your child, so embrace it. Try and relax.
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Adoption Link
Adoption Link is an online service
(www.linkmaker.co.uk) that
helps adopters and adoption
practitioners to work together
to find the right matches for
children who need an adoptive
home.
Currently the system helps to find
adopters for children by involving
adopters in the matching process.
Prospective families create their own
profiles, while practitioners create
profiles for children (they can create
profiles on behalf of their adopters
too). Both can then family-find in very
similar ways, although families can
leave this to their social worker if they
prefer.
• Searches can show the most
compatible profiles. Practitioners
often make their own enquiries
rather than listing children in
searches, so families should ensure
that their own profile gives a full and
accurate impression of what they
have to offer.
• Enquiries can be sent, which simply
mean “please look at my profile”.
Practitioners can invite families
to view profiles of children, and
families can invite practitioners to
view their own profile, with respect
to a particular child or sibling group.
• Links can be made when you
receive an enquiry and would like
to know more. The potential match
can then be considered further by
securely exchanging messages and
documents through the system.
Throughout the process, you are
actively encouraged to respond to
each other appropriately and to keep
information up-to-date.
The UK-wide service is developed and
provided by a social enterprise called
Link Maker. They provide security
assurance and technical assistance,
and help to ensure that all users keep
their information up-to-date.
All the boroughs in the North London
Adoption Consortium are members
of Adoption Link, so this service is free
to all our adopters and social work
practitioners.
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Recipe of the season
I’m a family-finding social worker
for the London Borough of Barnet
and love making florentines and
giving them to people as
extra special gifts. I
recently gave a box
to Pope Francis at
a private audience
with him at The
Vatican and his
reaction was that
of delight and great
excitement. This recipe
is easy enough to try with
your children and introduce
them to the joys of baking.

Ingredients
3½ ounces butter
4 ounces castor sugar
2 heaped tablespoons whipped
cream
6 ounces flaked almonds
2 ounces sultanas
2 ounces chopped cherries
1½ ounces plain flour
8 ounces dark or milk chocolate
1. Line baking trays with Bakewell
paper.
2. In medium-sized mixing bowl,
mix together almonds, sultanas,
cherries and flour.
3. Dissolve the butter and
sugar together in a mediumsized saucepan. Bring to the
boil and boil for one minute.

Add whipped cream and mix
thoroughly.
4. Add butter mixture to nut
mixture and mix well.
5. Drop mixture into
small well-shaped
heaps spaced well
apart on baking tray.
Don’t put more than
six heaps per tray.
6. Bake at 180 degrees
for 7 to 10 minutes until
golden brown. Remove from
oven and immediately neaten
the florentines with a knife as
they would have spread in the
oven. Leave to cool.
7. Melt chocolate by putting it
in ovenproof dish in the oven
set at 100 degrees for about
10 minutes. Spread the melted
chocolate onto the underside of
the florentines and leave to set
upside down in the fridge.
The florentines are now ready to
eat. They are best stored in the
freezer and served frozen though
you can keep them in the fridge.
They can be frozen for several
months.
Please send in your recipes and
why they work for you.
Send an email to elias.koronis@
camden.gov.uk with a bit of a
background story on why your
recipe is special to you and your
family.

Gifts and cards fine-tuned for adoption

Suzy Stanton

After struggling to find appropriate thank you cards
for foster carers and social workers, Suzy Stanton
set up her own business to create personalised
adoption cards, gifts and keepsakes.

Online
training for
adopters
Since 2012 the North London
Adoption Consortium has
had a contract with Kate
Cairns Associates (KCA), an
online learning provider for
adopters, foster carers and
staff. Our contract enables
us to buy their online courses
at significantly reduced rates
for adopters.
KCA was established in 2011
to bring together the work of
Kate Cairns and a group of
experienced practitioners and
trainers across the UK. Since that
time the organisation has grown,
and they currently provide around
440 training/consultancy events
per year, reaching over 19,000
participants.
KCA is an IQ Centre for
the delivery of vocational
qualifications. Grounded in an

understanding of the needs of
children and young people, and
using a knowledge-base centred
around attachment, trauma
and resilience, the courses are
designed to help develop skills
in adopters. The following are
examples of courses they provide
and a full list is on their website:

Level 3 courses
• Attachment and brain
development
• Behaviour and the physical
environment
• Building resilience
• Parental mental health issues

Level 4 courses
• Emotion coaching
• Foetal exposure to alcohol
• Secondary trauma and
community resilience.

Hello and thank you for the
opportunity to introduce We
Made a Wish to you. I’m Suzy
and became a mum to a twoyear-old whirlwind of loveliness
through adoption.
We first met our daughter in
October 2014 when she was
just nine months old. Her foster
family were lovely and had done
an amazing job of keeping
our princess safe and happy
while she waited for us to find
her. Unfortunately though, I
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struggled to find appropriate
thank you cards and gifts for
them that really showed how
appreciative we were for the
amazing job they had done with
our daughter. This planted the
seed for me to start up my own
business to create personalised
adoption cards, gifts and
keepsakes to celebrate the
amazing journey we go on to
create our forever families.
Our cards and gifts can be
personalised with whatever

Every prospective parent,
not just adopters or child
care workers, should have
to take this course. It should
be rolled out to high schools
as part of the mandatory
curriculum. I had no idea that
was how the brain formed,
and it determines so much
of a person’s future and life
prospects. This is central
to general education and I
wonder if everyone knew this
information by the time they
were likely to have children,
greater attention would be
placed on child development
As prospective adopters, this
will hugely inform how we
would parent, knowing that it
is impacting the child’s brain
development. It will also help
us read and be sensitive to
different things the child does
and why.
To access the courses, contact
KCA on 01453 488400 or
contact@kca.training
Adopters pay £25 + VAT per
course (reduced from £45 + VAT).
Feedback from foster carers and
adopters who have accessed their
courses has been very good.

wording you wish and the
keepsakes are made from
children’s clothing to help
treasure the special memories
they hold. We have a blanket
made from the clothes
our daughter wore during
introductions. It still gives me
goosebumps every time I see it.
Our Facebook page is www.
facebook.com/wemadeawish
and our shop is www.etsy.com/
uk/shop/WeMadeaWish

Caring for a child of a different ethnicity
Over the next few editions, we will
be running extracts from Bristol
City Council’s ‘Caring for a child of
a different ethnicity’ publication,
with the kind permission of Bristol’s
Adoption Service.
Racism and racial identity

Racism is treating someone differently
or unfairly simply because they belong
to a different race or culture. It can be
expressed in many ways from being
called names, being left out, being
physically assaulted, being forced to do
things you don’t want to do, to having
things damaged. ChildLine receives over
500 calls a year (ChildLine information
sheet – Racism 2009) from children
about racist bullying, and many more
children will not have called but told only
family, friends or no-one at all.
Although racism today is less aggressive
and more subtle than in the past, it
would be foolish to believe it doesn’t
exist, even in the more diverse areas.

Racism does exist

Black and minority ethnic children need
to be protected from, as well as prepared
for, the various forms of racism and
discrimination they may encounter in
their lives. Any racism must be seen by
your children to be dealt with openly
acknowledged and not tolerated. This
increases a child’s security and value
within the family and helps them feel
listened to.
The first step to helping a child deal
with any prejudice and racism is to
instil strong self-esteem. With a positive
view of themselves they will be more
able to move forwards from any hurtful
comments. If they do experience a racist
comment in school or the community,
acknowledge that you understand how
hurt they are and that what happened
to them was unfair. Let them know that
the remarks are untrue and wrong.
Children need to be helped to recognise
that they are not alone in experiencing or
challenging racism. Let them know you
will go into battle for them.
Black and minority ethnic children
experiencing racism and discrimination
should not be expected to adequately
develop a positive racial identity without
the positive support and reinforcements
from family, role models and the
community. Race, Attachment and
Identity for adopted and fostered
children. Dr J Crumbley

A series of moves in early childhood
means a child may have had varying
experiences of how families perceive
or have dealt with racism. Consider
previous foster placements. What
ethnicity were the carers? Where did
they live? Do you know how they valued
the child’s ethnicity and challenged any
possible racism in their community,
extended family and the school setting?
Prejudicial views are not exclusive to
white society and other groups may
have racist attitudes towards each other.
Be cautious yourself of pointing out
differences from others that can lower
your child’s self-esteem. One child recalls
overhearing her carer discussing with
another how to remove the stains from
the pillows left behind by hair specific
products and recalls felling like she was
‘dirty, a problem’.
The adoptive/foster parents’ own sense
of identity will have a great impact on
their care and parenting of a child of a
different ethnicity, as will those views
held by the wider family. The identity
development tasks for white people
are very different from those of different
ethnicities, which means as white
parents you will need to recognise your
lack of any direct experience of this. It can
be very hard for parents to accept that
children are subjected to racism when
they themselves do not face it. Contact
with individuals who have experienced/
survived and or challenged racism
will offer role models for the adopters/
carers and their children, as well as
helping think of a range of effective
strategies against racism. Other learning
opportunities could be reading, attending
training sessions on racism and
attending lectures on faith/minority ethnic
communities, for example.

Cultural differences

Make sure you are aware of the cultural
differences for your child as some things
that may be innocently said may have
a big impact on the child and lead to
further isolation and confusion.
For example, in some cultures it is
inappropriate for someone to touch
a child’s head or direct eye contact is
thought to be challenging. Point out
to others in a sensitive way that these
actions are not considered appropriate in
the child’s culture, and ensure you have
as much information as possible about
any cultural differences before your child
arrives to live with you.
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Answering tough questions

Caring for a child of a different ethnicity
to yourself makes their status as an
adopted or foster child more visible.
Added to the questions around this, your
child and you may also face questions
around their ethnicity. You will need to
be prepared for these and prepare your
child for possible scenarios. Teach your
child that they don’t have to answer
any of these questions if they aren’t
comfortable doing so.

Pre-planned responses to
awkward questions
If they are comfortable, have a
discussion with them about questions
they have been asked or may be
asked and arm them with responses
to questions such as “Where are you
from?” ”Where’s your real mum?”
“Why don’t you look like your
brother?”
Strangers may want to touch your
children’s hair so if you have other
children with you, you may want to
intervene with a “Thank you; I think
all my children have beautiful hair”.
Think about David James’s (mixed-race
England footballer) comment: “People
always commented on pieces of me –
my hair, my colour – no-one ever said
anything nice about the whole of me”.
How can you prepare for this sort of
scenario?
Here are a few others to think about,
with possible answers:
“Are they REAL brother and sister?”
We’re really their parents and they are
really brother and sister.
“Where did you get him from?” Sam is
from Bristol
“Why don’t you look like your mother/
brother etc.?” Because not all families
look alike
“Where are her mum and dad from?”
We are her mum and dad but if you
mean her birth parents, they are
from…
Alternatively, you are allowed to meet
queries with a firm but polite, “Why
do you want to know?”

Please send your questions by email
to elias.koronis@camden.gov.uk
We’ll aim to respond to you by
phone or email, and may publish
a summarised version in the next
edition of this newsletter. Natalie
is a social worker who works in
adoption support.

Our family seems to be separating
into two factions. One side being
myself and Tony (our youngest,
age 6) and then Clint (age 7)
linking up more with my husband.
Tony is adorable with chubby
cheeks and sparkly eyes. I call him
‘my little Buddha’ for he is so easy
going and cuddly. When I hold him
he melts into me. It is so much
easier to love him than Clint (I am
ashamed to say). Clint is angular
in appearance. He has always
rejected my cuddles and kisses or
tolerated them stiffly. He is inclined
to sound disdainful and hard done
by. I do care for him deeply but I
can’t honestly say I am drawn to
him like I am to Tony. Does this
happen in birth families? It must
do. The trouble is no one talks
about it; loving one more than
the other. Does my preference
show and will it drive Clint further
away? Luckily, my husband
adores Clint and they share so
many activities…scrabble, chess
and swimming. I know at least he
does get this one-to-one special
time. The boys were placed with
us at the ages of one and two,
and it feels like I have always had
these feelings.
Matty

It is true, feelings about one child
being easier to bond to/connect
to or ‘love’ are a fact of life but
this is not something that most
people feel comfortable hearing
about or owning up to and to
use the word love is particularly
emotive for people. The person
who hears this voiced may be
inclined to feel compassion for
the less loved one and judgement
about the parent who owns up to
the feeling, and discussion can go
nowhere. As with birth parents,
the experience of bonding is not
always instantaneous although the
circumstances around an adoption
can mean that a dislocation of
feelings could be more likely. My
advice as to where you put your
energy is considering when and
how Clint might be aware of your
more positive feelings towards
Tony. For example, if you have
Tony leaning into your side whilst
watching TV, how does Clint
behave? Are these times when his
behaviour is more challenging? Try
to step out of your habitual way of
relating and initiate acts of affection
in word or deed not necessarily
involving tactile contact.
Remember our relationships with
our children are not fixed or static.

They change and evolve through
a lifetime. We often don’t realise
how deep our love is until it is
threatened in some way. The
future could be different. Do keep
thinking creatively about ways of
reaching out to Clint as too much
obvious acting out of feelings
of preference will undoubtedly
encourage ripples of rivalry,
jealousy and even hatred between
siblings. It can then be too easy
to limit your perception of your
children with easy labels. Try not
to feel angry with yourself. I am
sure you are not alone with some
of these feelings and do raise it
with trusted friends and people
you feel will be helpful. The PACUK advice line (020 7284 5879)
might be helpful for you to reach
out to qualified and experienced
post adoption counsellors. North
London boroughs can also offer
a series of face-to-face sessions
with counsellors where you can go
into more depth with some of your
feelings about this situation.
Alternatively, you may find the
support groups run by the
Consortium and We Are Family
(wearefamilyadoption.co.uk)
helpful as a safe place to explore
the ups and downs of parenthood.
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Welcome to the third edition of our newsletter about adoption in North London. This newsletter is a forum for
you to correspond with us, so the content will continue to adapt to what you need to know and want to
read about. If you have any ideas for future features or a story to tell us about your life as an adopter or
prospective adopter, please write in. To send us your comments or suggestions about the newsletter,
please send an email to elias.koronis@camden.gov.uk or call 020 7974 1152. The more we
share, the more we help each other. Please submit your stories by the end of July 2016 for
inclusion in our November edition. We will anonymise your story, if needed.
Adoption North London is a consortium arrangement between six north London
boroughs: Camden, Barnet, Enfield, Hackney, Haringey, and Islington. Five of the
boroughs have been working together in an adoption consortium since 2003, with
Hackney joining the partnership in 2013.
Go to our website at adoptionnorthlondon.co.uk for information about the
Consortium, the training we offer and useful adoption support literature,
including our leaflet on adoption support.

Consortium news
Lorna Rook has just taken over as
Consortium Manager, following Peter
Stevens’s retirement. Peter has been
instrumental in the success of many
Consortium projects, including this
newsletter, so he will be greatly missed.

Meet our adoption
support social workers

Judith Ellis

Sue Bineham

Natalie Salaman

Deslyn Bollers

Edna Thomas

Jo Gordon

Haringey Team

Islington Team

Barnet Team

Hackney Team

Camden Team

Enfield Team
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